Solution Brief

Collaborative Threat
Hunting and Intelligence
The power of the IRONSCALES Community

The Challenge
Threat intelligence provided by
security product vendors is often
built on outdated, inaccurate data.
To be effective in defending against
well-funded and highly coordinated
adversaries, companies must find
ways to band together and benefit
from their collective threat insights.

The Solution

Security is a team sport. The better the collaboration, the better
the odds of successfully defending against attacks. Learn how the
IRONSCALES Community of users help to protect one another.

Stop emerging email attacks by sharing real-time
threat intelligence
Prepare your team with real-time, real world threat intelligence from a global
network of like-minded security teams. Learn about attacks happening
at other companies before they compromise your own email mailboxes.

With the IRONSCALES Community,
every customer can anonymously
collaborate with thousands of your
fellow customers from around the
world in real-time. By joining forces,
the Community can:
Stop emerging attacks
with real-time threat
intelligence sharing
Build a shield wall against
advanced zero-day attacks
Be part of a team of
thousands, at no extra cost

Phishing remediation
through crowdsourcing…
that’s the ticket.
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Build a shield wall against advanced zero day attacks

Emails detected by community
12:39 AM

The moment an accredited Community team member confirms a new
phishing attack, every IRONSCALES user is simultaneously shielded from
that same attack in milliseconds. All other platform features are instantly
updated, providing you with a seamless, simplified shield wall against
attacks. No other email security company provides anything nearly as
powerful as our Community-sourced intelligence.
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Social engineering
attacks account for
22% of all breaches.
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Incident resolved as phishing
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42 Emails Quarantined
12:40 AM

25% of phishing
attacks will reach
user inboxes.

Expand your threat hunting team by the thousands – at no
additional cost
Security resources are hard to find and difficult to keep. The IRONSCALES
Community provides decentralized threat intelligence from security teams
around the world, which helps all of us to be Safer Together. In the same way
the platforms such as Airbnb and Waze consolidate and distribute information
among users, IRONSCALES receives and federates ongoing incident updates
from all users/customers, anonymously.

Why choose IRONSCALES?

Key Features

1. W
 e are fast to deploy, simple to manage and highly effective in
stopping all types of email attacks
2. W
 e deliver email security in the mailbox and defend against modern
email threats
3. W
 e integrate both email security and awareness training into
a single offering

Receive aggregated real-time
incident updates from all
Community security teams from
inside the IRONSCALES platform
Alerts from Community users
are synched within the platform
to automate detection and
remediation
Collaborate anonymously on
threats will fellow Community
members around the world

Learn how working with IRONSCALES makes
us Safer Together. www.ironscales.com
Everything is just a click away, from initial installation to
threat identification and removal.
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